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ACT I

Scene 1

Time: Present Time, Friday

Night/ An Imaginary Mid-’90’s,

Friday Night.

Place: Carothers Hall Dorm Room,

University of Texas, Austin / Gamma

Alpha Rho Sorority House Foyer

Lights up on an empty small desk

with a computer in a dorm room at

Carothers Hall at the University of

Texas, Austin. Play song I’m just a

girl by No Doubt. Enter MAGGIE

THORNTON, UT Freshman starting the

Fall Semester. SHE is listening

to HER I-pod. SHE comes back from

the PCL Library after studying for

exam in Film Culture of the 1990’s.

It’s Friday Night and SHE has not

made any friends yet. SHE sits in

her desk and turns off HER I-Pod.

Play FX of HER phone ringing.

MAGGIE:

Hello?

VOICE OF MOM:

Hey baby! How is my UT girl doing?

MAGGIE:

Busy! I have a Mid Term exam coming up in my 1980’s Pop

Culture in Film Class. We’re discussing John Hughes movies.

We’re debating why they were no black people living in

Shermer, Illinois? Yea, like there are no black people

living in the Chicago area. And to my relief, there is no

Shermer, Illinois. I’m glad to hear that.

VOICE OF MOM:

Oh that’s nice dear! Have you made any friends yet?

MAGGIE:

Come on mom! Let’s not start this again.

VOICE OF MOM:

Maggie! You’re a college girl now. You need to start new

memories. You were such a shy and lonely little thing in

high school. You studied so hard and now you’ve been

accepted into the Plan II program. I’m so proud of you.
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MAGGIE:

I know mom!

VOICE OF MOM:

But you need to make some friends. The school is big enough

for you to find some.

MAGGIE:

It’s not that easy mom!

VOICE OF MOM:

I know those kids back in high school can be so mean. Lord

knows! Just like the time those girls stole all of your

clothes in gym class and you had to wear a trash bag for the

rest of the day.

Enter a COLLEGE STUDENT as SHE

accidently over hears.

MAGGIE:

I wasn’t wearing a trash bag, it was a burlap sack.

The COLLEGE STUDENT looks at HER

strangely and exits.

And besides mom! I’m good. I got my Red Bull, my play list

and my Netflix. And now I’m going to watch my favorite

movie.

VOICE OF MOM:

Sorority House Party! Really Maggie? It ain’t no Spike Lee

joint. You can do a lot better with your time.

MAGGIE:

Hello!

VOICE OF MOM:

Hello!

MAGGIE:

Sorry mom! I’m getting a bad reception.

VOICE OF MOM:

Meet some friends.

MAGGIE:

Sorry mom! I’m going to have to hang up. Call you back! Love

you!

(Hangs up)

Thank God!(Pulls out her phone and does a live feed from her

dorm via Periscope to anyone who wants to listen) Hey gang!

It’s me Mags! Just got off the phone with moms! She is

totally bugging right now. She just doesn’t

understand. Sorority House Party is more than just a movie.
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MAGGIE:
It’s a way of life. It opened my eyes to an amazing

world that was stellar and tight than the Podunk town where

I grew up. This movie introduced me to the greatest decade

of the 20th century. The 1990’s. A decade of Flannel Shirts,

Parachute Pants, Beanie Babies, Elmo, Beverly Hills 90210

and my dream husband Zach Morris!

Enter COLLEGE STUDENT over hears

HER talking to HER phone.

What the hell are you looking at? As if!!! Yes, As If! You

were more than just Clueless Alicia Silverstone, you were a

prophet. So what if I was born in ’99! I would have easily

fit in during that time. And I know I would be the

most illest pledgee of the most popular sorority on Campus.

Gamma Alpha Rho. Movie break! Ya! Sorority House Party.

SHE starts to get Sleepy. Leave’s

HER phone on and

falls asleep. Enter sorority

sisters HEATHER, BECKY and their

Sorority President ELLIE. They are

Marching in unison. THEY begin to

sing their Sorority Chant. Similar

to the ladies from the movie Dazed

and Confused "Seniors, Seniors

Seniors are the best."

GAMMAS:

GAMMAS, GAMMAS, GAMMAS ARE THE

BEST,

GAMMAS, GAMMAS, BETTER THAN THE

REST.

WE"RE SO HOT YOU CAN’T SAY NO,

GAMMAS GAMMAS GAMMA ALPHA HO!

THEY face the audience as if they

see THEIR Sorority insignia sign

has defaced.

ELLIE:

What the Hell? It’s Rho not Ho! Which one of you hookers

defaced our insignia?

HEATHER:

It wasn’t me Ellie!
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BECKY:

Don’t look at me Heather!

ELLIE:

It’s those Damn Tri- Mu’s! They’re at it again.

HEATHER:

They got issues Ellie! They need watch some Rikki Lake!

BECKY:

Or join Jenny Craig!

HEATHER:

Good one Becky! Those MOO’S are definitely mixed with the

Bovine persuasion.

THEY start Mooing like cows. ELLIE

interrupts.

ELLIE:

Will you bitches knock it off! We have official business to

carry out. We’re inducting our new Pledgee.

BECKY:

Oh, my bad! Sorry Ellie!

ELLIE:

We all know why we are hear. Since the recent passing of our

dearly departed sister who succumbed to sickle cell anemia.

The Chapter demanded that we induct one African American

Soul Sister into our sisterhood. A Moment of silence for our

sister.

BECKY & HEATHER:

Rest in Peace Shaniequa!

ELLIE:

Now that we got that outta the way. I’m excited to induct

our new sister but there’s a issue. I can only induct one.

So we have just two inductees that we are going to have to

judge. And by majority vote, we will pick our new black

friend. So let’s bring them out.

BECKY:

Our first pledgee is from Scottsdale, AZ. Her father is a

Lawyer and her mother is an Psychiatrist. She’s a debutante

with Links, Inc.

HEATHER:

She calls Oprah Winfrey her personal hero. Enter Pledgee

Victoria Wimbush
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Enter VICKY as SHE is dressed in

Laura Ashley and is quite

conservative.

VICKY:

Good Evening Sisters! I want to be the first to thank you so

much for this opportunity. My mother was a legacy and I just

want to be able to do Her proud and be the best black friend

she was.

MAGGIE starts to wake up and notice

that SHE is in the dream. But more

than a dream.

MAGGIE:

What’s going on? Wait a minute. That’s Ellie! Becky!

Heather! I’m in the Gamma Alpha Rho house. I’m in this

movie. Shut up!

HEATHER:

Hey, Becky! Did you get any messages from Ethan? He hasn’t

called me all day.

BECKY:

I don’t know Heather? He always calls back.

HEATHER:

This is weird.

ELLIE:

Bring out the next Pledgee!

MAGGIE:

OMG! This is the scene where Ethan, the Captain of the

Football team is sleeping with a girl from a rival sorority

behind Heather’s back and Becky is cheering her up. This is

freakin’ sweet!

SHE continues to stare in awe of

HER favorite characters.

ELLIE:

Bring out the next Pledgee! What’s going on here?

HEATHER clears HER throat.

HEATHER:

If you take a picture it will last longer.

MAGGIE:

Oh! I’m up!
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HEATHER:

Like duh! (MAGGIE gets up from HER desk and moves over to

the Sisters)

MAGGIE:

Sorry!

BECKY:

I got your back because I want you in! So make a good

impression OK?

MAGGIE:

Sure!

BECKY:

You mean Aight!

MAGGIE:

OK?

BECKY:

This is Moesha Jackson!

MAGGIE:

Maggie!

BECKY:

Moesha is from the mean streets of Atlanta and she comes

from a single parent house hold in the projects.

MAGGIE:

I’m from Odessa, Texas and my folks are teachers. And it’s

Maggie by the way. Not Moesha!

BECKY:

She loves Biggie Smalls, Dookie Chains and likes to get

crunk! Is that an actually a word?

MAGGIE:

Yes! But the truth is, I’m really a huge Florence and the

Machine fan.

HEATHER:

I didn’t know Florence Henderson from the Brady Bunch was

in a musical group?

MAGGIE:

Uh! Never mind!

BECKY:

Of course they did! They sung that song. "You better Keep

on! Keep on! Keep on! Dancing all through the night.
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HEATHER:

Oh yea!

THEY start singing the Brady Bunch

Song. ELLIE interrupts.

ELLIE:

Would you knock it off!

HEATHER:

Sorry!

BECKY:

Sorry!

ELLIE:

Jesus! You have to forgive sister Heather and sister Becky!

They can get their party on like on other. However,

they have the common sense of a chicken. I’m your Big Sister

Ellie! And you two ladies have been given the opportunity of

a life time. One of you will be lucky enough to be a member

of the hottest sorority on campus. You have a very important

role.

VICKY:

We do?

MAGGIE:

Cool!

ELLIE:

We do a lot for the community which is true. But we have the

reputation of having the most kick ass keggers in town. And

nobody party’s harder than Gamma Alpha Rho!

BECKY & HEATHER:

Yay Yay! (Like Ice Cube would say)

MAGGIE:

What does that mean?

BECKY:

What big sister Ellie is saying is that as our new black

friend you got to know how to rock the party.

HEATHER:

That’s why we giving you a test and you must answer

three questions.

ELLIE:

The one with the most points will be my new black friend.

Understood.
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VICKY:

Yes

MAGGIE:

Sure!

HEATHER:

Sure what?

MAGGIE:

Sure we can?

HEATHER:

Sure thing Big Sister Ellie!

MAGGIE & VICKI:

Sure thing Big Sister Ellie!

ELLIE:

That wasn’t so hard to say wasn’t it.

MAGGIE & VICKI:

No Big Sister Ellie!

ELLIE:

Are you sure?

MAGGIE & VICKI:

No problem Big Sister Ellie! We love you!

ELLIE:

OK! Now you’re just sucking up. Alright Heather give them

the first test.

HEATHER:

Alright you bitches! This is your first task. In order to

rock the party, the New Black Friend knows how to set things

off. They know how to freestyle.

MAGGIE:

Huh!

HEATHER:

Thank you Pledge Moesha for being the first to volunteer.

This should be easy since you’ve been running the streets

with you’re home girls in the ghetto.

MAGGIE:

Uh Sister Heather! My name is Maggie!

HEATHER:

Like I give a damn! You better start spitting some rhymes

right now. And I mean right now in 3, 2.. (MAGGIE

interrupts)
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MAGGIE:

WE ROCK DA PARTY. WE ROCK DA JOINT.

WE ROCK DA PARTY. YA GET MY POINT.

PARTY PARTY. POINT.

POINT. PARTY. PARTY.

JOINT. JOINT. WE ROCK DA.

HEATHER:

Oh for the love of Christ please stop! Just stop. I haven’t

heard that much corn since Hee Haw.

MAGGIE:

I don’t rap Sister Heather.

HEATHER:

And it shows. Next.

BECKY:

I still got my money on a ya Moesha!

MAGGIE:

Maggie! Why is that so hard to remember? I don’t remember

the characters being so jerky!

BECKY:

OK Vicky! It’s your turn.

Victoria is very proper is startled

at first when asked to perform the

task at first.

What’s a matter Pledgee are ya chicken?

Gives MAGGIE a thumbs up giving HER

encouragement.

VICKY:

Oh dear! I seem to be put on the spot. Well I guess if you

ask I will oblige you Big Sisters. Here it goes.

SHE begins to freestyle like a pro

a cross btw Missy Elliot and Lil’

Kim. The Sisters are astounded and

THEY cheer her own. After SHE is

down She catches HER breath.

Oh that was fun! I didn’t know what got into me.

MAGGIE:

You gotta be kidding me right.
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ELLIE:

Silence! Pledgee Moesha!

MAGGIE:

My name is ...Oh forget it.

ELLIE:

That was very good Vicky! Nice try Moesha! But here comes

our second test. Everybody knows that when it comes to

rhythm you soul sisters have it in droves.

MAGGIE:

Hey wait a minute! That’s not true. Not all African American

people got rhythm. I think that statement sounds a little

racist.

ELLIE:

No my grandmother’s racist. I stereotype! Now please don’t

interrupt me again. Now let’s dance!

Play song QUAD CITY DJ’s Come on

ride that Train. The Pledgees start

to mini-dance off. Vicky who is

stiff and can’t seem to keep the

rhythm and Maggie dancing like she

is a FLY GURL from In LIVING COLOR.

Maggie wins the round. The Sisters

applaud HER.

ELLIE:

Well get down with your bad self Moesha! You are so dopey

and funky fresh and ..(BECKY interrupts)

BECKY:

Big Sister Ellie! I’m sorry but you sound very white right

now.

ELLIE:

Like Tori Spelling white?

BECKY:

Just a little.

ELLIE:

My bad! This round goes to Moesha! Alright ladies, we are

going to take a break. When we come back, whoever wins the

next round will be our new black friend and a sister of

GAMMA Alpha Rho! Sisters I need to speak with you.

THEY turn their backs from the two

Pledges and talk amongst

themselves. VICKY and MAGGIE walks

towards each other.
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MAGGIE:

Wow! These girls are not playing huh. Hey, Vicky! I’m really

impressed with your freestyle.

VICKY:

Bullshit!

MAGGIE:

No I’m serious! You’re very good.

VICKY:

No! This whole thing is bullshit!

MAGGIE:

What are you talking about?

VICKY:

Sister! Look around! Do you think these white heifers really

care about maintaining some happy quota to let some nappy

headed black girl into their Caucasian Chalk Circle. You a

damn fool.

MAGGIE:

Excuse me?

VICKY:

You’re not excused. Do you really know what it means to be

the black friend? Have you been to the movies lately?

MAGGIE:

Movies! I’m a Radio Television and Film major! Of course I

do!

VICKY:

So you are a smartie arty nigga huh? Well let me school you

on this. The Black Friend is archetypal stereotype

perpetuated in a secondary and subservient role. Their job

is to help support the white lead characters solve all of

their problems. But they never let them be involved in their

lives. You’re just in the background. You don’t have a

voice. You don’t save the day and ya damn sure don’t get the

credit for jack.

MAGGIE:

Oh please!

VICKY:

When will you learn sista the only thing they want you to do

is suck your teeth, roll your eyes and agree with everything

they tell you to do. Oh and you must not forget when things

don’t go their way, you just agree by saying the three magic

negro words.
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Each sister will turn towards the

audience one at a time.

ELLIE:

Damn! (SHE turns HER back to the audience)

HEATHER:

That’s whack! (SHE turns HER back)

VICKY:

And my personal favorite!

BECKY:

Oh no She didn’t (SHE tries to do da Snap but fails

miserably) Sorry! (Turns HER back)

VICKY:

You get it!

MAGGIE:

OK! So if this whole sorority thing is so jacked up why are

you pledging?

VICKY:

Infiltration my sister! I’ve been trying to make these white

heifers think I’m some boo-Gee Black Princess with a trust

fund when my goal is to undermined and F-Up their program.

Do you think it was an accident that their Insignia was

messed up? (Whispers) It’s Me! Why do you think Heather’s

boy friend ain’t giving her no play? He’s got Jungle Fever!

MAGGIE:

Oh my God! You’re a phony! You’re a ..

VICKY:

So? At least I know I’m a fake. The question is you don’t

know who you are?

MAGGIE:

This was not a part of the movie? The girls beat the MU’s at

a relay race. Heather gets back together with Ethan and

everyone throws down the hottest Sorority Party ever. And

everyone lives happily ever after.

VICKY:

Bitch, when will you ever grow up and get more melanin? The

Best Friend never gets the boy! They never win the prize.

Hell, we don’t even get sloppy seconds. We are the comic

relief. We are the coons.

MAGGIE:

I’m not a coon!
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VICKY:

Maggie, you’re an extremely intelligent girl whose too damn

shy for her own good. You don’t know how to express

yourself. You spend all of your time hiding away in your

dorm, Periscoping on your I-Phone to absolutely no

one! And watching those lame, John Hughes Teen movies on

Netflix.

MAGGIE:

How do you know about Netflix?

VICKY:

And all this time, you wish you were anything other than

what you truly are. A black girl who wannabe white. COON!

MAGGIE:

I hate you!

VICKY:

Good! That’s the first real thing you’ve said all day Ms.

Maggie!

MAGGIE:

Now if you think I’m going to let you shake me up you’re

wrong. I’ve worked too hard to be accepted. I’m not going to

let you mess that up.

VICKY:

I’ve been here way before came along bitch. I’m going to get

mine. You best watch your back!

MAGGIE:

Vicky! You’re a trip!

VICKY:

I ain’t a trip! I’m a journey! Cross me and you’re about to

get rode.

MAGGIE:

Bring it on bitch!

The SISTERS turn back to the

Pledges and continue with the

Induction Ceremony.

ELLIE:

Hey girls we’re back! Are you ready for your last question?

VICKY:

Yes we are Big Sister! Moesha and I are just leaping with

anticipation.
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MAGGIE:

We’re dying to see what happens next.

(THEY staring down each other with

vicious animosity)

HEATHER:

OK! Since you soul sisters know a lot a black people, I bet

you know some folks who like to light it up. So for your

last question. What are different expressions to describe

the word Marijuana?

VICKY:

What?

HEATHER:

What are the other terms we use to describe Mari..( VICKY

interrupts)

VICKY:

Oh Hell no!

ELLIE:

Becky! Why is Vicky getting hostile?

BECKY:

She’s kinda scaring me.

VICKY:

What kind of a fool ignorant question is that? You think

that black folks are the only ones with a drug problem in

their community? It’s worldwide baby! You think that’s all

we do is get loaded and kill each other for gold chains?

HEATHER:

I really don’t appreciate your tone Ms. Vicky! Answer the

question!

VICKY:

You want answers! I’ll give you answers. Black people are

the most diverse, culturally rich, and innovative folks on

the face of the earth. We built civilizations and invented

great things. We created arts that changed the world. We

love all things and all people. Hell, we even love your men!

I slept with yours. (SHE covers HER mouth in shock)

HEATHER:

You what?

BECKY:

I didn’t see that coming.
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ELLIE:

Is this true Vicky?

(SHE nods)

I’m about to give you to the count of three before Heather

puts the smack down on you. 1, 2.

HEATHER screams and chases after

VICKY off stage.

Well Moesha? If you answer the question, you’ll be a GAMMA

Girl!

MAGGIE:

May I ask you a question?

ELLIE:

I suppose.

MAGGIE:

If I join you sorority, would you be able to listen to my

opinions and take my advice?

ELLIE:

Is that a trick question?

MAGGIE:

Would you be able to help solve any of my problems? Would

you have objections of me dating one of our fraternal

brothers from Pi Delta Chi?

BECKY:

Why would be do anything like that? Solving problems is your

job and not ours.

ELLIE:

And besides? Why would you want to date a Pi Delt? They’re..

MAGGIE:

White? Yea that’s what I thought. I don’t smoke pot! I’m

nobody’s stand in! I’m a headliner. Excuse me!

ELLIE:

Moesha! Get back here! You’ve won! Pot is another name for

Marijuana! You’re a Gamma Girl!

MAGGIE:

Kiss my black ass!

SHE moves back to HER chair and

places HER head on the desk. ELLIE

and BECKY exit dumbfounded. Enter

THE COLLEGE STUDENT as SHE sees

HER head on the desk. MAGGIE

awakens and see the Student.
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MAGGIE:

What the hell do you want? Do I have broccoli in my teeth or

something?

COLLEGE STUDENT:

No, I just saw you there and I wanted to let you know that

the entire floor is going to Alamo Draft House to see

SORORITY HOUSE PARTY. Do you want to go?

MAGGIE:

Naw! That movie sucks!

COLLEGE STUDENT:

OK! Hey, they’re also playing Chiraq.

MAGGIE:

A Spike Lee Joint. That sounds cool. Hey, I’m sorry I yelled

at you. That is very nice of you to think about me.

COLLEGE STUDENT:

It’s OK! My name is Kelly! What’s yours?

MAGGIE:

Maggie!

COLLEGE STUDENT:

Cool the movie starts in 30 minutes. I’ll meet you down in

the lobby.

MAGGIE:

I’ll be there in a minute.

COLLEGE STUDENT exits and MAGGIE

looks into her I-Phone under the

Periscope app.

Hey, it’s Mags again. I must have over slept or something.

Hey I just want to be the first to say that this will be my

last live broadcast. So for all those faithful two fans out

there in Pakistan! Thanks for watching. I’m outie 5000!

SHE exits and the lights Fade down.

FADE TO BLACK.

THE END

Cast of Characters:

MAGGIE: African American Female,

Late Teens- Early 20’s

ELLIE: White Female, Early 20’s

BECKY: White Female, Early 20’s
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HEATHER/COLLEGE STUDENT: White

Female, Early 20’s

VOICE OF MOM/VICKY:

African-American Female, Early 20’s

(5F)

Synopsis:

A black film buff of 1980-90’s teen comedies get transported

into her favorite teen film and finds out that being the

only black sister of Alpha Kappa Rho has it’s drawbacks.


